
Seahorse™ S30 Kontiki 

• The New Seahorse™ S30 comes with the proven Mercury 30lb thrust motor. This 

motor delivers the power you need to tackle the conditions you normally go fishing 

in. Perfect for the east coast beaches and the calmer days on the West Coast. It is not 

recommended for tackling the massive surf conditions you can sometimes get on the 

west coast beaches. 

• The New Seahorse S30 will travel up to 100 metres per minute, when used with the 

braid winch, so your baits will get to the fish quicker. The two blade prop is cut down 

to deliver more power with less drag, therefore giving better performance. 

• The New Seahorse S30 is the lightest Kontiki anywhere. At only 8.1kg's with it's 

lithium battery, no-one else is close. (The lightest we could get our GPS Seahorse 30 

was 14.5kg's.) This means it is easy to carry to your favorite fishing spot, and is easy 

to launch. Being light, we can design a lot of the buoyancy out of the design, reducing 

drag, and improving performance. It's like dropping a V8 into a mini. 

• The New Seahorse S30 has been designed to the highest standards by our team of 

Kontiki experts at Seahorse. We have used all the lessons we have learnt since 

Seahorse started in 2001. The New Seahorse S30 is built to the same high standard as 

our existing models, plus there are a number of innovative ideas incorporated into the 

design. Because of this, we can offer our 24 month warranty and 30 day money back 

guarantee. 

• The control unit in the New Seahorse S30 has all the features you have come to 

expect from the Seahorse Kontikis, plus a few new ones. We now use a hand held 

programmer that is linked to your kontiki only. Once the programmer is linked to 

operate your kontiki, No other programmer can operate it. 

• The Control unit has built in stall protection, low voltage cutout, and a minute by 

minute timer. You can set your New Seahorse S30 to run from 1 minute up to 30 or 

more minutes for a full run. The hand held programmer can also be used to stop and 

start the New Seahorse S30 Kontiki within 300 metres of the shore. After that, it is out 

of range. 

• The Patented Seahorse GPS Autopilot system will steer your New Seahorse S30 

Kontiki towards a waypoint 3km's offshore, keeping it on course through the surf, 

shoreline rips and currents flowing down the beach. 

• The new lightweight low buoyancy, low drag design ensures the New Seahorse S30 

will dive under the surf and cut through any rough water quickly ensuring it gets to 

your fishing spot with the minimum of effort. The design also allows for easy 

retrieval ensuring maximum life from your winch battery. 

• The powerful 10ah lithium battery will run the 30lb thrust Mercury motor for up to 22 

minutes, meaning they greatly out perform the traditional heavy lead acid batteries. 

The Lithium battery is only 1.5kg's making it easy to carry extras for a full days 

fishing. 

• The New Seahorse S30 has the innovative feature of separating into two parts. This 

allows us to use the tail section as the “Hatch”, as the batteries are inserted through 

the opening at the join of the two parts. The hinge and latch system guarantees 

complete watertightness, in a foolproof system anyone can operate. There is no more 

remember to “do up” the hatch. By separating into two parts, the New Seahorse S30 is 

easy to store into small spaces in cars, caravans and motor homes. 

• The two sections of new Seahorse S30 kontiki is held together with a self locking 

hinge and the positive action latch with locking pin pulls everything together and 



closes the battery opening. With the locking pin in place, the latch is 100% secure 

ensuring a watertight seal. 

• The New Seahorse S30 has a offset towpoint ensuring the Mercury motor delivers all 

it's power to going forward, and the autopilot isn't having to battle against bad design. 

• Each New Seahorse S30 Kontiki has a unique serial number to ensure positive 

identification of each unit. Being New Zealand's most popular kontiki unit, you'll see 

them being used widely throughout New Zealand. Seahorse maintains a register of 

owners for your benefit. - If you buy from one of our retail partners, please complete 

the warranty form and return it to us 

• The New Seahorse S30 Kontiki is the next generation of Kontiki's. We use the latest 

technology and ideas to bring to you all the features you have been looking for in a 

Kontiki. 

  

Seahorse™ Braid Winch 

• The Seahorse™ Braid Winch contains your mainline,  and a 80 stoppered section and 

100 metre leader. 

• Please note the winch design has changed and new pictures will be coming soon. 

• The 10ah Lithium battery provides enough power to recover for three line retrievals 

• The 10ah Lithium battery has a built-in battery management system to ensure the 

battery is fully protected, ensuring long life. But once the battery is ran flat, the BMS 

will turn the battery off, until it is recharged. 

• It's advanced design makes it simple to operate and easy to clean, with the motor and 

control unit fully protected behind the side cover. 

• The drum is located to keep the braid line as close to the sand as possible, allowing he 

pull of the line to force the Winch into the sand. Please note, given the light weight of 

the Winch, it is likely to move sooner than heavyweight traditional winches. 

• The non stretch braid line removes the need for a drag or brake system 

• The 1.2mm Dyneema braid line is 300lb/140kg breaking strain. Being smaller in 

diameter, it is less likely to be pulled sideways by currents and rips, plus we weight 

the line with a 1/2oz (20 gram) sinker every 100 metres to help hold the line in place. 

• The Dyneema braid is constructed from 8 individual strands, meaning if one is 

broken, the other seven will take up the strain. If the line is damaged, simply cut out 

the damaged section and tie together with a double or back to back uni knot, and you 

are back fishing. 

• Simply connect the Winch line onto the carabina on the S30 kontiki. 

• All the wiring is done with marine grade tinned wire to ensure it can handle the tough 

marine environment 

• The powerful 150 watt motor and electronic control unit is protect under the side 

cover. The control unit is also fully encased in epoxy resin to ensure total protection 

• the simple three control unit with on/off and Pulse ensures you get full power and 

control to the Winch whenever you need it 

• The battery holder will also hold the Seahorse™ remote programmer. 

• A full 24 month warranty and support provides carefree operation. Call us anytime if 

you have a query regarding the operation of this Winch 

  



  

Seahorse™ "Clip & Go" Traceboard 

• The strong aluminium frame is light weight and does not hold the smell of the fish or 

baits. Its design means it can be cleaned easily, and this keeps the traces and the board 

in top condition. 

• The convenient two sided design reduces the size of the traceboard while maximising 

the spacing between hooks increasing baiting options. 

• The traceboard is specifically designed to handle long trace, which has proven more 

successful. 

• The Seahorse™ designed and machined, trace and hook holders enable the traces to 

be held with minimum tension ensuring easy and safe operation. 

• Seaharvester clips and longline hooks bring commercial know-how and techniques to 

recreational fishing. While there are a number of techniques for attaching traces to the 

mainline, we have found the Seahavester clips are the quickest, easiest, and safest 

method of attaching traces. 

• There are Ten spare pre-tied traces included with our traceboard (in addition to the 26 

on the board). 

 


